
Pilot Session #8 
 

Description of Session: This was another 90-minute long session held for students F, G, H, and I - the 

same students for Pilot Session #7. After the lack of success with the previous session, I have adopted 

a more interactive approach for this session. 

 

Rundown of Session 

Activity #1: Pass the Tambourine 

Skills Targeted: Nonverbal Communication, Listening 

This game was exactly the same as musical chairs, but with the tambourine. Students sat in a circle. 

When the music played, the students had to start passing the tambourine to the person on their right. 

Whoever had the tambourine when the music stopped lost the game. 

 

Activity #2: “Change the Rhythm!” 

Skills Targeted: Memory, Communication 

I clapped a rhythm, and the students had to repeat it. One student was sent out of the room. While the 

student was outside, the rest of the class decided whether to keep the same rhythm or to change the 

rhythm slightly. The student was called back into the room, and the rest of the class had to clap the 

original rhythm or a new rhythm (depending on what the class decided to do.) The student who just 

came back in had to decide whether the rhythm stayed the same or changed. 

 

Activity #3: Move Forward Listening Game 

Skills Targeted: Listening, Communication, Reaction Time 

Students all stood along the back wall of the classroom. I stood at the front with three different 

instruments. Each instrument corresponded to a particular action (eg: the triangle corresponded to 

clapping.) Whenever I played the instrument, the students had to perform the action as fast as 

possible. The student with the fastest response moved one step forward. The first student to reach the 

front of the classroom won the game. 

 

Activity #4: Designing Recycled Percussion Instruments 

Skills Targeted: Creativity, Communication 

Using recycled materials, including scratch paper, cardboard, and seashells, students had to build a 

recycled percussion instrument. After building their instrument, they played their instruments together 

along to a backing track, like a mini-percussion ensemble showcase. 

 

Account of Session 

● Students F and G (especially Student F) were misbehaving during the latter half of the 

session. Students H and I were well behaved. 

● Students were able to concentrate and follow instructions. 

● For the third activity (the “Move Forward Listening Game”) - one student was much faster 

than the others in reacting. Thus, I invited the student to facilitate the activity to allow other 

students the chance to win. 

● Overall, this session was much more successful than the previous. The students were able to 

be engaged throughout. 

 


